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INTRODUCTION
The growing demand for reliable Information on
health Education to be used in the public school are being
used in the public schools of Texas. It has stimulated the
Director of the Bureau of Child Hygiene and his staff to
work up this outline of a health program for the elemen
tary grades of the public schools of Texas. The success
of our entire educational system is fundamentally depen
dent upon health which can be secured primarily by ad
hering to the principles and facts In this Thesis. Health
largely determines the factors of interest end endurance.
Interest end endurance largely determine efficiency during
youth. During maturity a more serious test of life largely
determines happiness. Happiness largely determines dis
position and attitude.
In teaching children to develop strong healthy
bodies should be one of the chief aims of our school. Un
wise habits of eating end breathing are often the cause of
weakening the body and sowing seeds of the future 111
health.
The daily habits as to cleanliness, exercise,
rest and protection of the body are also very important
factors In gaining and preserving health and strength.
Habits in all these respects are formed early In
life, and the longer in correcting one*s habits the more
difficult it Is to change them.
Definition of Health Health Is that condition of the body which
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enables one to live most and serve beat.
To live most Is personal use, to live best for
the sake of our fellormxan are the major things In life.
Handicap Since few parents are at present educated suffi
ciently in health to make a daily examination in the home
for indication of disease, the responsibility fells on
the classroom teacher. Parents should be educated to co
operate in this whenever possible and assume the respon
sibility for sending to school a child in as good health
as usual so far as they know.
The Pipkin Junior Hl$i School is handicapped in
many ways, - one is by having children to stay home with
little slater or brother until mother goes to work.
be have a new program each month - unless the
child is at school each day he will miss the important
facts in these programs.
Any child is sent for if he lives within 3
blocks of the school. If he lives beyond 3 blocks, he Is
sent for by the Junior police.
Our enrollment at the end of the school year was
ninety-eight per cent. Two per cent of the pupils moved
out of town.
The Purpose of Teaching Health in the Pipkin
School or any School Since the proper growth in height, weight struc
tural and functional development is necessery end since
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physiologic health implies the well being of each cell and
organ, we find it very necessary to teach health in the
public school.
1. To instruct children and youth so that they my conserve
and improve their own health.
2. To establish in them the habits and principles of
living which throughout their school life, and in
later years will assure abundance of vigor and vital
ity which provide the basis for the greatest possible
happiness and service in personal family of conmunity
life.
3. To improve the individual and community life of the
future.
4. To Insure a better second generation - a healthier and
better nation and race to live in.
Classroom Daily Health Inspection The school should be definitely a health center,
rather than a center for the spread of contagious dis
eases. Many childhood diseases are most contagious during
the first few days and before definite diagnosis can be
made.
Early indications of such diseases can often be
observed, however, by those in daily contact with the
children, and the doubtful child can be separated from the
group for further development of symptoms and opportunity
for a definite diagnosis.
This requires about five minutes for forty pu
pils then skill and interest are developed. The teacher
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should not touch the children except in rare cases after
having looked thoroughly first. Always wash hands after
handling a pupil and after examining the class. Such de
tection and prompt isolation or exclusion would not only
protect the other children and the teacher herself, hut
also tend to reduce the intensity or seriousness of the
disease by early treatment.
Secondary School flan The pupil should be trained to note indications
in themselves and assume responsibility for protection of
others by asking the teacher when in doubt. Each home room
teacher should sake a genuine but informal Inspection each
morning as the pupil enters the room.
All the inspection should be objective as far as
possible. Do not suggest ailments, or ask a pupil whether
he feels ill. Do not suggest ailments.
Classroom Daily Inspection Each teacher can best judge her own time and
methods for the inspection purposes or laxness will re
sult. In addition, the teacher should be alert during the
course of the entire day for indications that may appear.
The inspection will discover children unfit to
remain in school for the day and also children who should
not take part in certain sections of & given day*® pro
gram.
In case of an epidemic such as measles, the
running nose, inflamed eyes or new cough should mean ex
clusion. The other signs listed might not in themselves
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cause exclusion bat IT combined with others may do so. In
esse of doubt the school physician should be referred to*
This can be done at once. It Is advisable to be on the
safe side and either isolate or exclude the pupil until
the next day.
Points of Technique A definite plan should be followed suited to
conditions and age of the group.
1. Primary School Plan.
Devise a game which brings each pupil before the
teacher in a good light, long enough for a brief, but com
prehensive inspection;sometimes this Bay be done during
the Individual morning greeting.
The elementary sehool plan may prove a better
alternative morning greetings.
2. EXaoentary school Plan.
The teacher stands with her back tc the light,
while each child passes before her pausing briefly. The
can do as requested by the teacher when necessary.
(a} Lifts his own hair, (b) Draw upper eyelids,
(c) Throw back his head to show the nostrils,
(d) open his mouth and say "ah .
The Inspection will discover children unfit to
remain In sehool for the day,also children who should not
take part in certain sections of a given day's program.
Procedure ~
If parents notice any of these signs listed, they
should keep the child at home and sway from other children
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until they or their physician are certain the child has
no contagious disease. It requires at least twenty-four
hours to be sure of this.
fthen a child shows any of these signs at school,
he should be excluded from the classroom and sent to the
principal, or other persons designated by the principal
for further examination. This person will determine whether
the child should be,
1. excluded from school, or
2# placed in a rest room, or
k
3. returned to the classroom and watched for other
signs of disorder which is done by the health teacher.
shen this person is in doubt concerning any case
coming up during the morning inspection, she may refer to
the school physician who will be at his office between
two and three ofclock, P. M.
When a child is excluded from school, the nurse
should be and is notified.
RESULTS CF HEALTH CLUB WORE
Sleeping with open windows

larch
75%

April
80%

Brushing teeth twice a day

90%

95%

Washing face, hands,- neck, and ears

85%

90%

Doing without tea and coffee

87%

92%

Using individual towels

69%

84%

Using individual drinking cups

80%

75%
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Organise each room into a health club for morn
ing Inspection. Have a president and secretary,

e have

one In our school and officers are elected from third
grade through seventh grade. For symptoms to look for in
the club, see © chart for teachers - Contagious Diseases
of children In the Health Course of htudy for the Beau
mont City Schools. The point system to be used in grading
healtli habits -;ould be as follows:
HEALTH RATING SHEET
Average

weight

Age

ami

Score Folate
Height

Hairs

clean, glossy, free from oil, becomingly dressed 20

Eyes:

shining snd alert, not dull and heavy

-

not strained, no puekery lines,

- 1

clear white of eye, not muddy or yellow

-

2

-

5

-

5

fidence

-

3

Voice well placed and round, not high

- 10

\

Teeth: clean

3; no decay 2} total

2

Health as a social asset: Radiating good
health and spirits (full of enthusiasm)
Poise: (perfect control, inspiring others with con

thin or nasal

-

2

Clothing: adapted In line and color to the Individual,
suited to season and occasion

- 50

100
Is your score what you would Ilk© It to be? In what way?
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If not, look first to your diet and then follow the other
rules of health.
Before feeing a member of the health club, these
eleven good resolutions are learned.
GOOD ESdCLUTIOSS
A. uveryday I will wash my hcnds before each meal.
B. Everyday I will brush my teeth thoroughly night and
morning.
C. Everyday I will wash not only my face, but my ears and
neck, and I will keep my finger nails clean.
D. Everyday I will try to keep fingers, pencils and ev
ery thing that night be unclean out of ay mouth, nose
and ears.
K. Every uoek I will have at least one rsrsn bath.
F. Everyday I will try to keep ay clothes neat and tidy.
G. Everyday I will try to sit up and stand up straight.
R. liverydey 1 will take ten or more long deep breaths in
the open air.
I. Everyday I will play outdoors or with windows open for
more than half an hour.
3*

liveryday I will try to eat slowly and watch my manners
at seals.

K. Everyday I will try to be cheerful,good tampered and
kind and helpful to others.
L. Every night I will be in bed at least 10 hours.
CLASS HHYSHS3
1. Give your hair a nice little brush J
1

By mam. Gary Wallace.

1

10
Bo not be In too greet & rush.

2. An orange a day keeps me at play.
3. I like sweet milk so well it makes me swell and swell.
4. I talc© e bath every night, and scrub with rll my might.

5. I brush mj teeth every day, to keep the decay sway.
6. Keep your nails clear, so that they will be fit to be
seen.
7. Some spinach every day keeps sickness away.
HEALTH CHART

H. C.

SB
3'
H• a^ ii&ir &
2
2

4*
hair s
3

4*
e. c;
2

5*
6* 6*
5*
H. U. H. C. ii.d. C5
A
0
0
w
1

Sleep

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

3

Teeth

2

2

4

2

3

2

1

4

Bath

3

2

3

2

2

1

1

2

flay

1

1

1

2

1

5

2

1

window

0

0

0

2

2

0

1

2

Vegetables

2

6

3

2

1

1

2

1

Kails

2

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

Water

3

3

3

3

4

5

2

3

Ears

2

1

2

5

£

0

C

0

Second Grade Luring an informal discussion of health, we de
cided upon the following list of ten objectives for second
grade children In the matter of healHi.
1. A third-grade child should sleep eleven hours every
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night.
2, He should bathe at least twice e week,
3, He should brush his teeth at least three time a day,
4, He should play out-of-doors every day,
5, He should sleep with his windows open,
6, He should drink at least a pint of milk each day.
7, Ee should est some fruit every day,
6. He should eat some vegetables beside potatoes every day,
G. Ee should have hie hair clean and brushed every day,
J©# He srast not bite his nails, but come to school with
them clean.
(10 points for each requirement you have met,}
We used a whole sheet of one-inch squared paper,
and every morning at 9 o'clock the pupils graded them
selves 10 points for each requirement they had met, O
point for each one they had failed to meet. It became a
point of honor to admit that one had forgotten to brush
one*s teeth last night.
INDIVIDUAL HEALTH GHAUT
Sleep

Bathe

Teeth

Flay

Milk

Veg. Heir Hall

First

10

10

10

10

10

10

10 10

jeeond

10

10

10

10

10

10

10 10

Third

10

10

10

10

10

10

10 10

Fourth

10

10

10

10

10

10

10 10

Fifth

10

10

10

10

10

10

10 10

The Teacher's Ala To teach the rules of health through Interest
ing activities.
Pupil's Aim To keop his Individual health chart as near
100;'^ as possible* To present an acceptable health rhyme.
To make a sultable original sketch representing one of
the health rules. To play one or sore of the health rules
for the class and for teachers.
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Playing at School
1. Places In which to play.
2. hen the weather is bad,
3. Becoming a good player#
4. Being a good sport#
5# Resting daring play.
6. Safety#
7. What tc do in case of accident#
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Playing at School Your time In school Is not used altogether Tor
rrork but play. Recess in the forenoon and another In the

afternoon, also classes In Physical Education are held
several times a reek. In these classes you play games and
exercise various parts of your body, in this manner you
secure rest from your school rork and keep your body strong
and healthy. If you attend a large school, ycu may have a
gymnasium or play room and a special teacher to direct the
games which re play.
Places in which to play ~
ihen the weather Is suitable, you probably
play in the fresh air and sun shine as much as you can.
Flaying outdoors Is always more fun than playing indoors
because many more children can take part In genes. Playing
In the open sir is better, too, as there Is much more room
to run about in end sore fresh air to breathe* You can
also make such nore noise because you need not be afraid
of disturbing people at work.
"hen the weather is bed, or during the physical
education periods, you may play In the gymnasium. If you
have no gymnasium, it my be necessary to play in the
classroom, hhen this Is the case, It Is best to open
several windows to admit plenty of fresh air. It is best

to select quiet games. The reason for playing In this
manner, of course, Is mot to be too noisy, other people In
the school say not want to be disturbed, and the mare you
run about, the more dust is stirred up.

IS
Becoming a good player If you are to get the mat fun out of games,
you will want to become a good player, This means that
when you ere playing a pas you will always play to win
but of course, follow the rules. You rill try to become
as skillful as you can. If you play baseball, for instance,
you will loam to throw the ball fast and straight or to
catch it whenever it cones toward you. To b© a good play
er, you must have strong muscles so that you can play hard
and play games that require a great deal of strength.
Then, too, you oust le&m to use your head and do the

right thing at the right tine. Learn the rules of the
games and follow then carefully. If you are playing on a
team, you will renenber that others are playing with you.
A good player always works well with his teanmates* He does
not try to play the entire gene by himself.
Being a good sport 1. You should want to become a good player but you must
be a good sport,
a. You should play to win and not give up erven when the
score is against you,
5. You should be polite to the winning team and tell the
different members that they have played r good game.
4» If you win, do net boast or make people dislike you by
telling about what you have done. Then, toe, you will
reiaenber to tell the members of your class how they
have played.
If you are chosen captain or leader, you will
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try to build up the very best teen you can. If you are not
captain or leader of the tea®, you will play as hard as
if you were. You will always play for the good of the terns,
even though you get very little glory yourself. A person
can never become a successful player If he Is selfish.
Sever try to win by unfair means. The only possible way
to enjoy a victory is to win it fairly. Above all never
loose your temper. Many a game has been lost merely be
cause somebody got mad.
Besting During Flay You should never play so long and hard that you
don* t stop and rest to avoid fatigue. Ibis is the only way
the body has for telling you of tiredness.
You can change from one gaxae to another. Between
games try to rest for a little while.
Safety In play You oust also be careful to avoid getting hurt
and hurting others as you play, for example, slip and fall
on the £ymnasitua floor whoa rounding a comer. If you are
i

careful such an accident can probably be avoided. You
should never trip children or give then a sudden bump.
There nay be a sprained ankle or wrist or any kind of ac
cident my happen. Our school has safety rules to guide
children in playing games.
IShat to do in case of accidents If an accident takes place tell your teacher who
Is In charge. If she cannot be found tell another, the
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principal or the nurse. After help arrives keep calm and
quiet and be ready to do anything that you are asked to do.
If you are the one trho Is hurt rerrIn quiet and calm as
you can.

FOODS
. Beware of tainted food
a. Spoiling can be prevented
b. We need anissal and vegetable
c» Variety In food 1« necessary
d» Kutritlon and Diet
Hot? to Judge the fuel of foods
B. Selecting of Food®
a* The classes of food and what each gives to the
Body
b. Gone starch foods
c. Some diseases from foods
. Our Dependence upon Water
a. Sow the body uses water
b„ The singular thing about water
c. rater Is necessary for life
d* The body from waste substances
e. Fules
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Bevere of tainted foods The i»ost dangerous fault that any food can have
is that it shall be tainted, or spoiled or smell bod.
Spoiling, or tainting ne&ns that the food h&s become In
fected by some germs of putrefaction, generally bacteria
or molds. It Is such germs in food not thoroughly cooked,
and occasionally* in cooked foods that poisons (ptomaine#)
or toxins produced by them, which cause the serious dis
turbances In the stomach, rather than either the amount or
the kind of food itself. One cupful of dirty milk, or one
little piece of tainted meat, fish* or en la harmful* and
to n single helping of cabbage or tomatoes that have be
gun to spoil or Jam node out of spoiled berries or other
fruit are also harmful children are taught to examine before
the eating of any foods.
Spoiling can be prevented by
1. Strict cleanliness In handling food, especially milk,
meat* and fruit.
2» By keeping foods screened from duet oral flies.
5. By keeping them cool with ice- In the summer tine, thus
chocking the growth of these spoiling gems. The refrig
erator prevents colic or diarrhea. Ice In hot weather is
one of the necessaries of life. Soeli every piece of food
to be eaten, in the kitchen before it is cooked, If pos
sible. They are taught tc evoid every thing that has an
unpleasant odor* or tastes queer. By doing this twothirds of the colic* diarrhea* end "bilious" attacks which
ere so often supposed to be due to eating too much.
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We need anisal and vegetable foods It is possible by careful selection, to supply
all the elements of the body fro® anlnal foods alone, or
frosts vegetable foods alone, ©at practically, it has been
found that the best and nost healthful diet is a proper
combination of aninal end vegetable foods. Our starches
furnish nost of our fuel, though they give us compara
tively little to build up, or repair.
The three great classes of food-fuel Food is fuel - As our body-machine runs en
tirely upon the energy or strength which it gets out of
its food, a good food must have plenty of fuel value,
that is to say, it mist be capable of burning and giving
off heat and energy.
Variety in food is necessary Svery child needs a great variety of different
sorts of foods in order to keep health. Cur tendency to
become tired of a certain food, after we have had it over
and over again for breakfast, dinner and supper is a sound
and liealthy one. There is no best food, nor is there any
one food on which we can live and work, ee an engine will
work all its life on one kind of coal, gns, or oil; no one
kind of food contains all the stuffs that our body is made
of and needs in exactly the right proportions. It takes a
dozen or norc different kinds of food to supply these.
Ihrea the most nutritious and digestible single
food like neat, ailk,. or breed and butter is sufficient by
itself, nor will It do for every seal in the day, or every
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day la the week.
BETRITION A»D DIET
a# Three full neels daily, breakfast including cereals
and milk

~ 2

b. One fruit and vegetable daily

- 2

c» As nuch milk as possible* Ho coffee or tea

- 2

d. Est slowly, chew food well

- 1

o» Guard food from flies and Insects

- 1
HET

7. Posture
a* Sit erect

- 2

b. Stand erect

- 2

c. Walk erect

- 1

d* Keep feet dry (shoes dry and clean)

- 1

e. Shoe heels even

- 1

f. 25 full deep breathe early in A, M. and at bed
time (windows open)

- 1
s

8. Sleep
a. Sleep long hours (10) with windows open wide

- 4

b. Exercise in open air dally

- 2

c. Regular.hours for sleep
d. Barly to bed and early to rise

- 4
IS*

How to Judge the Fuel of Foods One of the best way® of roughly determining the
the fuel value of a given food Is to take a handful or
none small quantity of it, dry it thoroughly by sons
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neano - evaporating, or driving off the water, and then
throw what is left Into the fire and see hot? it will burn.

A niece of beef, for Instance, would shrink a good deal in
drying about two-thirds, one-third of it would be left,
and this dried beef would burn quite briskly and would
Inst some tine in the fire. A piece of bread of the sane
sine would not shrink so much, but would lose about the
sane proportion of its wei$it. It also would bum with a
clear, hot flans©, though not quite so long as the beef.
A pioce of fst of the sane size would shrink very little
In drying end would burn with a bright hot flase nearly
twice as long as either the beef or the bread. This was
tested in our Health Classes at Pipkin School.
Fuel stored in our bodies It is true our bodies can do what no kind of
nem-nad© engine can do, - store up fuel for future use.
livery one has scne fet in Me body, as a surplus store of
fuel ready for use upon emergencies. In time of illness,
for example, when after little food can bo oaten, the en
ergy for bodily activities say thus be furnished, be all

»

know that people often become thin as a result of a long
illness* This is due to the oxidation, or burning up of the
oxidation, or burning up of the fet in their bodies.
Children are not left to select his diet, it 1©
selected for hin. In order to do this the classes of food
ooo discuss the part each plays in regarding
a. Calories
b. Proteins
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c. Mineral constituents
d. Vitamins

d* Carbohydrates

(a) Vitamins A
(b) Vltanins B
(c) Vltanins C
A shortage of calorics is a cession cause of rialnutrition and underweight. It Is often asstsaed that the
child*s appetite will Insure the Intake of a suitable
numbers of calories. Appetite Is easily perverted. It is
nore a matter or habit than ©any realise. In selecting
calories Tor children's diet, It is desirable that from
12 to 15^ of the total should cose fro© calories.
Proteins (food) met of which my be derived
from ordinary vegetable foods. These my be veil supple
mented by these foods, as ©Ilk, cheese, eggs, mat.
(Mineral constituents) without calcium, phos
phorus, iron in food, rickets will result.
The terns A, B, and C vltanins have been used
to designate three members of this group playing different
roles in nutrition, although now it is believed that there
are at least two substances included in the term Vitamin.
A - One growth-promoting, other preventive of rick
ets. Promotes health.
B - Probably two substances hitherto designated Vita
min S. One growth-promoting and other preventive
of rickets.
C - Vitamin is also essential to the hi^iest physical
vigor, aside from its power to prevent scurvy.
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,

C - Promote growth and lacrosse the resistance of the
body to disease.
Scene Starch Poods Com, seal, and comnoal are rich In nutritive
value, Coramesl Is one of the richest seals In nutritive
value for its price, as it has an abundance of starch and
a small amount of fat,
Oatneel cones the nearest to wheat in the amount
of nitrogen or protein.
Rye also contains a considerable amount of gluten
but is much poorer in starch than wheat is.
Rice contains starch, and makes nutritious pud
dings or cakes and nay be used, as a vegetable with meat
end fish. It is,however, lacking in flavor and when
properly cooked, contains so much water that it has to be
eaten in very large amounts to furnish much nutrition.
Sixth Grade.
The children at this grade ere able to do better
work. I teach thl3 class different. We start the food work
connected with the study of civics and ideas of quality of
food arc developed. For example, the production of sani
tary mill: supply; the value of freshness in vegetables,
fruit, eggs, etc.,The safeguarding of meat, The protection
of bread by bakery regulations, the control of public eat
ing places and soda fountains and their place In society.
Throughout this work effort Is made to develop certain
attitudes.
«* The sens© of personal responsibility, not
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only In choice of food, but in safeguarding food for others.
b. Standard In Judgment with regard to suitable
foods for the Individual*
c. Ideals of self-control In regard to kind of
food and time of eating food.
In the Fourth and Fifth Grades.
In these grades, the work In nutrition should be
very closely correlated with Elementary Physiology. The
points I emphasised in these classes are:
1* What food builds the body?
3*

Connection between what the body Is made of and those
elements in food which help to build It.

5. Connection between body activities and amount of fool
required.
My aim in this lesson is to bring out clearly
the foods which should appear in the diet each day.
1. Milk, at least one pint, preferably 1 quart.
2. Two kinds of vegetables every day, preferably 2 besides
potatoes.
3. At least 1 kind of fruit each day, preferably two, one
fresh.
4. A thole grain cereal for breakfast.
5. Some hsrdtteead to chew every day, preferably made from
flours not entirely deprived of b»an coats.
Cm A glass of water between each two male besides that of
rising in the morning.
7. Three meals according to c regular schedule.
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Diseases from Foods »
umir - Contains typhoid gems end consumption
germs.
The typhoid, gerns do not come froa the body of
the conr. They get into the milk through its being handled
by people the have typhoid, or some one who have. Just re
covered from it or who are nursing patients sick with
typhdid, and the have not properly washed their hands,
These perns nay get into the silk fron washing the .cans,
or from watering the silk with water taken fro® a well or
stress Infected with typhoid,
Tuberculosis - (1) Frees a cow that has the dis
ease, (2) From consumptive human beings who handle the
silk, (3) Fron the duet of streets or houses which often
contains disease gems, The human sources are the more
dangerous. The State Boards of Health now insist upon
dairy herds being tested for tuberculosis and the killing
or weeding out of all cows that show they have the dis
ease.
How to get safe silk There is one sure preventive for all these dan
gers, and that is absolute cleanliness from can to cus
tomer, AH the changes that take place in allk are caused
by gems of various sorts that get into It, If the milk is
so handled end protectee., from cow to breakfast table,
that these gems can not get into It, it will remain sweet
for several days.
Pasteurisation - 3ven if milk contains disease
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Zeros, It nay bo nade safe by efficient pasteurization.
That is heating nilk to a sufficient degree - usually
about 140® Fahrenheit to kill all disease

gems that

ordinarily get into It.
The chief mistake in the choice of foods The chief ©istake srny children mire as far as
food is concerned Is In eating too such candy, we save the
lunch money until noon hourj at that tins they arc given
their csoney in order that candy will not be bought, but
lunch. It Is sold so cheap and is so temptingly displayed
In store window. Then, too, it Is the present that visi
tors an& even nenbers of the family, noat cotrsonly give,
since children are known to be so fond of It.
Ho relative would thinkingly Injure a child*s
health. Few children would willingly spend pennies for
candy, If they knew that they were thus helping to oaks
themselves less fond of play and study end less able to do
their best at study or anything.
The thought that they were aiding In bringing
about heed-aches and other discomforts, or even that they

were helping to make their teeth and ccsiplezion less
beautiful, would be enough to prompt most children to
better sense. That Is why a lav was passed to sell nothing
In the schools that will injure the child*s health.
Breakfast - The bad practice of eating onlytoast or breed and coffee for breakfast has been another
correction we are trying to stop. A breakfast of food,
fruit, arid a cup of cocoa, eggs and toast or bread sokes
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the beat breakfast.
Our Dependence tip rater Row th. body uses water: Water in the body - en

gine. - If you hare ever taken & long railway journey, you
will resenter that, every two or three hours the train
would atop at scene station, or switch for the engine to
take in water. Ho matter how briskly the fire burns in the
furnace, or how such good coal you nay shovel into it, if
there is no water in the boiler above it to expand and
make steam, the engine vslll do no work and an abundant
supply of water is just as necessary in our own bodies.
Although not used in just the sane way as In the engine.
The singular thing about water, both in a loco
motive and in our own bodies is that, absolutely necessa
ry as it is, it is neither burned nor used up la say ray
in making the machine gc* so that it gives off no energy
.as our food does, but simply changes its form slightly.
Water is kecesssry to Life. The body could not last very long without water
or life cannot exist without water. From 95 to 97 per cent
of our body cells are water-animals and can live and grow
only in water. Water frees the body from waste substances.
Water in the body is necessary to life itself
another moot important use is to wash out all the waste
substances from the different organs and tissues and carry
then to the liver. The kidneys, the lungs, and the skin
must be protected by keeping our bodies well flush®! with
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rater because we need, to keep then clean Inside as well
as outside.
Water keeps tbe body froa getting overheated in
emaaer tine or in hot ellrsstes the year round. It pours
itself out on the skin in the forn of perspiration, and
cools us by evaporation as we shall see in the chapter on
the skin.
We should drink three pints of water a day.
ator contained in our food is pure,water is always in
notion. Pure water cones fro® artesian and deep wells,
springs, mountain reservoirs. Water can be mde pure by
boiling it from 10 to 15 minutes.
Some Good Rules Concerning Water 1. Water on the inside - Drink at least six glasses
a day.
2« Water on the outside - Wash your hand before
touching any food. Wash your hands after going to
the water closet.
3. Wash the whole body at least twice a week. Wash
soiled parts of your body everyday.
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HSFECTX0S3, km BOW TO AVOID TEEK
A« Dlsof.se gerns
B. Hi© Disease gems and flourish
C. Tli© different kind of Bacteria
D. Sow a clean bo&j resists diseases and gems
2. Coarsen Infections
P# Comunicable diseases listed
Q. First aid.
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IRFECTICNS, AHD HOW TO AVOID THEM
Disease germs The commonest end most dangerous accident that is
likely to happen to you Is to catch some disease. Fortu
nately however, this is almost as preventable as it is
common. Indeed, IT everybody would help the Board of
Health In Its fight against the spread of the common catchable disease, these diseases could aocn be wiped out of
existence.
Infections and germs Diseases that are catching, or will spread from
one person to another, are called Infections. All of these
are due to tiny living particles, called germs. So tiny
they cannot be seen except under a powerful microscope.
Sine-tenths of these disease germs are little plants of
the same class as the molds that grow upon cheese or stale
bread, and are classed as molds. They are known as or call
ed bacteria or bacilli.
Disease germs grow and flourish there people crowd together In huts or houses,
breathing one another *s breaths and one another*s

per

spiration, and drinking one another's waste substances in
the well water, their prevention and cure can be greatly
aided through the improvement of living conditions. Ho
amount of money, or of time, that a town or a county can
spread In stamping out these infectious diseases would be
wasted. Indeed, every penny of it would be a good invest
ment, for taken together, these diseases cause at least
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half, and probably nearly two-thirds of all deaths. In
addition, most of the so called chronic diseases of the
heart, kidneys, lungs, bones, and brain are due to the
after effects of their toxins or poisons.
The different kinds of bacteria Bacilli - Usually

tinned

after the disease they

produce, or after the scientists who discover them. For
Instance the gem that causes typhoid fever Is called the
bacillus-typhosus;thrt which causes tuberculosis Is called
the bacillus-tuberculosis while the germs of diphtheria Is
known as Klebs-Loeffler bacillus after the two men Ac
discovered It.
How disease germs grow and spread But perhaps you will ask, If these bacteria and
protozoa are so tiny that we have to use a microscope in
order to see them, how is it that they can over run our
whole body and produce such dangerous fevers and so many
deaths. The answer Is because there are so many millions
of then, and because they breed or multiply at such a
tremendously rapid rate, "hen one of these little bacilli
breeds, It does not form buds and flowers and seeds like
other plants lay eggs like an Insect or a bird.
How a clean body resists germs Keep away fron disease gems all that you rea
sonably can, for even the strongest and healthiest persons
often die from Infection. At the same time do not forget
that a vigorous, healthy body makes it harder for the
germs to get a foothold.

S3
Grow that kind of body, keep It perfectly clean
Inald© end out, and you have less need to fear fevers, or
Indeed any other kind of disease. Rer.eriber that this fight
against the fevers is a winning fight. This study of dis
ease gems a cheering and encouraging one, because aided
by vaccines. It will end in our conquering then, not mere
ly nine tines out of ten but ninety-nine tines out of a
hundred.
We are not making this fight just to escape
death, what we are fighting for Is to live a useful life.
Keep away from everyone whom you know to have an infectious
disease, rash your hands always before you eat. Fingers,
pencils, pennies and pins should be kept out of your
mouth. Live and play in the open air as much as possible.
Common infections Children diseases - We have already studied two
of the most dangerous diseases, and the way to conquer
thesw Tuberculosis in the chapter on the lungs, and ty
phoid fever in the chapter on our drink. One of the next
most Important groups of catching diseases is that known
as the diseases of childhood, or diseases of infancy, be
cause they are the most likely to occur in childhood. So
common are they that you know their names almost as well
as you know your own - measles, mumps, whooping cough,
scarlet fever, and chicken pox. Though so far as w© know
they are in no way related to one another, yet they can
be grouped together because, 1. They are all spread in
much the same way. 2. They all begin with much the same
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sort of sneezing and inflammation of the nose and throat.
3. They can all be prevented by the same means, 4. find If
properly taken csre of, they result In complete recovery
ninety-five times out of a hundred.
Some signs of indicating health disorders are:

1. Sore, or inflamed throat, 2. Fever or unusual fitness
of the skin. 3. Earache4. Falntness or dizziness.
5. Hausea. 6. Vomiting. 7. Chills or convulsions (fits).
8, Running nose or sneezing. 9. Red or Inflamed eyes.
10. Kev cough. 11. Unusual paleness or flushing cf the
face. 12. Smelling or tenderness of any kind, including
acutely a swollen glands of the neck. 13. Ear discharge.
14. Failure to eat breakfast to which, the child Is accus
tomed. 15. Usual conditions of the child In relation to
alertness as, fatigue Inclination to play or study, abili
ty to concentrate. 16. Any other distinct changes from
the usual appearance and behavior of the child.
These are the communicable diseases that depend
largely upon Isolation of infected persons, germs carriers,
or persons with suspicious symptoms.
They are taught from the standpoint of control:
Diphtheria, smallpox, tuberculosis, dengue fever, malaria,
plague,typhus fever, scabies, trachoma, rabies, cholera,
dysentery, hookworm, typhoid fever, pedicolcsls, ringworm,
gonorrhea, syphilis.
Communicable disease It has been found in Teaching

of Health in the

Pipkin School that the beat way to prevent a disease is to
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have the bodily organs at such a hl^i status of efficiency
through exercise, such as playing games. Proper diet is
necessary, and In this way the children are taught that
germs are easily resisted. It is often assumed thst such
efficiency of the body organs contribute fundamentally to
the individual's ability to resist the invasion of disease
organism.
Common infectious disease.
Children are taught that there may be a sound
ness of body, but It Is not always sufficient to protect
persona against Influence, typhoid fever, diphtheria, ma
laria, hookworm, infection, or most of the common infec
tious diseases.
Preventive•
Consequently, it is necessary to take measure to
prevent the spread of Infection, to reduce the childhood
exposure to Infectious diseases and to extend the protec
tion afforded by vaccination and other means of Immuniza
tion. The vaccination takes place every 6 years. This be
gins in the First grade.
Active immunity following injections of the
diphtheria toxin - antitoxin and of various vaccines are
used. Vaccination against smallpox and hydrophobia repre
sent similar active forms of immunity produced by the
inoculation of modified viruses.
Quarantine.
Any child who has sneezing, running at the nose
or eye, sore throat, or cough* especially with headache or
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backache, a flushed face and feverlshness, ought to keep
at hone from school. He should be placed In a trail ven
tilated, well-lighted room by hlnself for a day or two,
until it can be seen whether he has one of these children*s
diseases, or only a common cold. If it turns out to be
neasles, scarlet fever, or whooping cough, he should then
be kept entirely away from other children in a separate
room, or in a special hospital or ward for the purpose.
Five tines as many deaths are caused by taking cold.
Such detection and prompt isolation and prompt
exclusion would not only protect the other children and
the teacher herself, but also tend to reduce the intensi
ty or seriousness of the disease by early treatment.
First aid Children of the early primary grades are expect
ed to know only the simplest skill in first aid. They as
woll as the fourth and fifth grades are taught many things.
These are 8 important points taught them:
(A) Phen something gets into the eye, do not rub it.
(B) Try closing the eye so that tears accumulate and. wash
It out.
(C) If unsuccessful, go to an older person to remove it.
(hi For nose bleed the child should hold his head far
back, place a handkerchief over his nostrils, and take
slow deep breaths.
(E) Cold cloth placed cm the back of the reck and on the
nose will also help.
(F) If hands or feet or any part of the body are frosted,
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use cold water or snow in rubbing the part, not warn
water.
(G) Any hurt which breaks the skin should be kept clean.
It Is a good thing to let the wound bleed a little.
(H) If any one catch fire, he should lie down on the
ground and roll, or wrap * Inself in a rug and roll.
First aid lesson Is effectively taught in con
nection with safety health activities.
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TEE IMPORTANCE OP AIR ARB VBHTILATICH
1, The Best Temperature
2* Result of Ventilation under S0C
3# Heating and Ventilating jour School
4. Using green plants to Improve the air
5# Color shades and walls
G. How to get the most out of the light
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THE IHPORTABCE CP AIR AHD 7ESTILATI0T?
The physiologic necessity for air Is obvious:
Complete lack of It means death in a very short Interval
of time. This Is not simply because the lungs need air:
AH life processes are dependent upon sufficient amount of
oxygen# Without oxygon to be carried by the hemoglobin of
the blood to all parts of the body, there can be no meta
bolism, no cell activity, no removal of waste# This Is not
only true of the child but la true of every living thing
without air there will be death#
Best tempersture Has best school room temperature Is fro® 65 to
68 degrees Fahrenheit end should never be allowed to go
68 degrees when the outdoor temperature is below that
point.
Changing#
Stagnation of air should be prevented but air
movement should not cause dlstrublng drafts#
The importances of outdoor air#
Outdoor air possesses exceedingly important
health values. Present approved standards of ventilation
recommend window or modified window#
Air Ventilation.
Ventilation in order that rooms may be provided
directly with outdoor air, each room Is checked every
morning and again before noon to see If the room Is well
ventilated. If the temperature registers from 65 to 66
degrees, the room Is alright#
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Cause or improper ventilation.
(a) Causes sickness
(b) Causes deepness
(c) Gives headache
(d) causes laziness«
Sleep with windows open.
Enjoy being out-of-doors.
Spend at least four hours daily in activity
out of doors as much as possible.
Thirty minutes are taken every ether day super
vised by the health teacher at this period, every child
plays a gars© he likes at this period.
Play activities.
Spend at least thirty minutes daily in
(a) Activities involving big muscles.
(b) Holds body In erect position when standing.
(c) Selects suitable playground.
(d) Enjoy play.
(e) Play "fair*
(g) Responds to signals.
These are placed on a board In the yard where they can be
seen.
Heating and ventilating your school Heating and ventilating s large building - If
you attend school in a large building like we have, which
Is heated by gas,, a ventilating system keeps the air con
stantly in notion. It usually takes the air from the out
side, warms it, and sends it to all parts of the building.
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Tiila air moves through, ventilators as fresh air comes in
tp take its place. bach room may have a thermostat or in
strument to control the temperature. This thermostat is a
kind of thermometer that keeps the temperature fron 68 to
70 decrees, hen the room cots too hot. It shuts off the
heat, and when the room rets too cold, it turns the heat
on again.
Using green plants tc improve air Plants are always very helpful In the school
room. They are not only good to look at hut also good for
the health. This Is because they help to provide fresh air
to breathe, e have over sixty in our room. The loaves of
a plant are small factories which make food to keep it
alive, fhlle they are making the food, they give off a
certain amount of moisture. This moisture helps to keep
the proper humidity, or dampness in the air. To be good
for breathing, air must always contain a certain amount of
moisture.
To be good for breathing,air must also be rich
in a certain gas known as oxygen. livery time you breathe
air into ycrnr lungs, some of the oxygen goes into your
blood and at the same tine you breathe out another gas.
Carbon dioxide,as waste material#

lsmts,on the ether hand,

use carbon dioxide and give off oxygen la its place. Thus
you can see that plants In a room help to give you the
oxygen, which is needed and take up carbon dioxide which
is harmful.
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Color of shades and walls Particular attention Is given to the selection
of window shades. The best shades are bufh in color and
thin enough to let light throu$i when they are drawn. They
should be hung at the center of the window so that they
nay be either lowered or raised. This Is the way our
shades are arranged. In this way it is possible to draw
the shade over half of a window and let light case In
through the other half.
The color of the walls and celling also has a
great effect on the light in a rooa. One of the best colors
is a pale creamy tint, for this reflects the light. Dark
colors take up the light and oake the roots appear dull and
gloomy.
How to get the most out of light Ton are the only one who can tell whether the
light le suited to your eyes. Do you read your books with
©aee, or does the print book blur?,Is the question asked
each child. Do you have difficulty reading -hat is written
on the blackboard? Does the light seem too brigho for your
eyes? If you are in trouble along either line tell your
teacher. The trouble tmj cone from the light, or It nay
come from your ©yen. In either case, It should be correct
ed. If the trouble comes from the light the teacher will
suggest another arrangement of the shades, or she may sug
gest that you nove your seat to another part of the room.
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CAPE OP THE EYES
1. Eyec tested fron the fourth grade
2» Score points
3. The care of the body
4* Sleep - table
5. Clothing
6. Hose
7. Mouth
8. fiby our eyes are so important
9. Posters
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CAKE OP TEE EYES
Health Is desirable because of the enormous In
dustrial and social Importance of good sights and. because
the eye Is the principal avenue to the mind In Fducetion.
The child is taught that in order to keep the
eyes healthy they mist work under proper conditions which
are listed here.
Proper conditions required.
1. Sufficiency of light falling In the proper tray on the
thing looked at and not on the eyes.

2. Correction of faults of focus by glasses for all eyes
that need them.
3. Limitation of eye work as to time, rest periods, fine
ness of print and general minuteness of things to be
seen.

4. The right use of the eye means
(1) - Maintaining the right position with regard to
the main source of light.
(23 - Keeping the object looked at far enough from
the eyes, so they will look at one point and
the strain of focusing then and turning them
is eroided.
5. The proper conditions are secured
(1) - Planning and fitting windows and light fix
tures and placing the pupil in the right posi
tion as to the light.
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How to test eyes from the fourth grade.
The importance of good eyesight in school cannot
be over-estimated. In addition to actual physical suffer
ing, defective vision Interferes with the usual educa
tional procedures and may result in mental retardation and
Juvenile delinquency.
Score points Skin; clear 2, good color 2, smooth 1, tissues firm

»

under the eyes smooth and clear 5, cheeks end lips
natural color 1.
Bands} immaculately clean 2, skin, smooth 1, nails snd
cuticle clean and carefully cared for 2 (no extremes)
Feet} normal - inner border or barefoot - a straight line
from heel to end of big toe, big toe not bent toward other
toes by pointed shoes 5, foot properly shod, (no extremes),
straight inner border, low heels 15, flexible shank 10.
losture while standing; wear well pointed shoes 1, arms
relaxes

1, shoulders level 1, body line

unbroken by ab

domen, chest broad 1, feet in good position slightly apart
and parallel 1.
Good lines and grade while seated.
Good rhythm of entire body 1, feet and tooa
straight ahead 1, elastic step, (firs, not heavy) - 10
Good hearing; Able to read ordinary 5, print at ar©*s
length without strain, able to read bill board sign across
the atr*eet.
The care of the body.
(a) The importances of keeping the body clean reduces skin
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diseases and gives the skin its own color.
These 5 steps ere learned end practiced;
(a) Take a hath at least twice a week, preforably daily.
(b) Take a cold sponge or shower in the aorning following
it bp a brisk rub.
(c) Use only individual tot/els and wash cloth.
(d) Dry hands and face thoroughly after washing.
(e) 'ash hands before eating and after going to the
toilet, '.ash hands as soon as they become soiled.
Sleep is very necessary for life It helps repair and rejuvernatlon of body tis
suesfdurlag sleep voluntary activity is suspended and
bodily energy Is conserved for growth. Sleep and rest are
essential parts of the remedy for many cases of sfilnutrition. They aro a necessity for recovery from any illness.
There nust be in any individual *s life c. balancing between
activity and inactivity; ozcess or deficit of either even
tually results in ill health.
But how can one get core sleep? It does not do
any good to go to bed if you are not sleepy. You can do a
deal to help yourself out; first, how do ycu prepare for
bed? Do you eat a light supper quietly and without hurry?
Do you settle down with a book or quiet gases until bed
time? Do you get ready for bed without waiting or fuaeingS?
Are your night clothes loose and comfortable? Is your body
clean? You will find that a bath will help you work. Do you
have your bath water hot, and use enough raiid soap to be
euro you got your body thoroughly clean.
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How comfortable is your bed? Is it set out from
the wall to give you plenty of air as you sleep? Probably
you will want at least one window open to make sure that
the air stays fresh during the ni^xthile recent stodies Indicate that within a rea
sonable range, the moxmt of sleep needed by the child Is
an Individual natter, ctill for toe great majority of
children need hours in bed daily* As stated In toe fol
lowing table are distinctly advantageous for the best
health or growth. Two of these hour# should be before
midnight.

Tine
A. IL.

Hours

7:00

13

6-8

7:00

7:00

12

8 - 10

7:30

7:00

11 1/2

10 - 12

8:00

7:co

11

12

8:30

7:00

10 1/2

14 - 16

0:00

7:00

10

10:00

7:00

1

CO
H

16

I

P. K*
6:00

M

4-6

J*

Age

9 1/2

Important facts concerning clothing 1* Wash clothes often.
2. Do not wait till toe clothes are very dirty.

5. Keep body clean.
4. Brush clothes.
5. Keep then on hangers.
6. Put clothing in toe air at night.
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7. Brash hat when, dusty*

8. Put hat away In box after wearing,
9. Don't throw hat In the dirt.
10. Brush and polish shoes.
11. ash stocking often.
18. Change and wash underwear often.
What clothing do for the body.
a« Help to keep us warn.
b. Should be heavier In cold weather than in warm weather.
c. Since wet clothing makes us cold, we should remove then
as ooon as they become wet.
d. Too much clothing makes us too hot. Therefore remove
wimps when Indoors.
e. Clothing should be clean end neat.
f. Tight garters are harmful.

g. Shoes should be comfortablej low heels, broad toes, and
straight inside line.
The daily Inspection is the meet useful situa
tion in the school routine for teaching lessons of clean
liness in clothing.
Care of the nose a. Breaths with ncuth closed.

b. Learn to blow ncse gently, without closing the nostrils.
c. Use only your handkerchief.
d. Use clean handkerchief•
e» Avoid picking the nose.
f. Refrain from putting anything into the nose.
g. Cover coughs

sneeqes with clean handkerchief.

4?
Care of hair a* Loam to brush your hair correctly.

b. Use only your brush and comb.
c. Keep your hair brush end ccrb clean.
d. '"ash hair once a week (girl).

e. wash hair every night or morning (boy).
Care of feet a. rear rubbers at appropriate tine only in wet noddy
weather.
b. Remove rubbers when Indoors.

c. Put on stockings end shoes neatly and comfortably to
prevent rubbing.
d. Help to keep nails short and clean.
Care of mouth lost of the care needed to prevent decay should

be given, not to the teeth directly, but to the gusts and
the mucous jneabrane of the whole month. The gems in the
mouth grows to the teeth and then they become diseased.

They secrete acids, which slowly eat away the crowns end
roots of the teeth.
Reflected mouth may cause disease.
Sot only should the teeth be fcept thoroughly

clean and sweet for their own sake, but also for the sake
of the stomach and the health of the blood and the body.

The mouth being warm ami moist furnish the conditions for
bacteria to grow. These are the diseases that produced from
unclean mouths: pneumonia, diphtheria, ami blood poisoning.

so
Care of teeth and mouth*
The children have their tooth brushes at school
where we can see the teeth being brushed. These rules are
stressed end practiced.

a. Brush the teeth at least twice daily in an approved rap.
b. Sat candy and sweets only In moderation.

c. Sever break or bite hard substances with the teeth.
d. Sever put hot foods Into the south.
e. Co to the dentist every 6 months.
f. Rave ell decayed teeth removed,If they stay they will
rain the others.

g. The important step is how to brush and clean your teeth,
h# Chewing hard, coarse foods such as whole wheat bread
helps to keep the teeth In good condition.
The health examination and the daily inspection
are being used effectively to Influence children to care
properly for their teeth.
The care of the body These are some of the high points which are

stressed in caring for the eyes, ears, nose, hair, feet:
1. Read only in a good light.

2. Read very little by artificial light.
3. Hold book in the correct position.
4. efrain from looking directly at the sun or extremely
bright lights»
5. Refrain from rubbing your eyes and keep all inappropri
ate articles away from the eyes.
6. Always hold your head up when ycu read.
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7. Hold your book about fourteen inches from your face,
8. Be sure that the light Is clear and good,
0. Bever read in the twilight, In a moving car, or In a
reclining position.
10. Sever read with the sun shining directly on the book,
11. Let the light come from behind or over your left
shoulder.
12. Lever rub your eyes wifch your hands or an unclean
towel.
13. Keep your books clean, a soiled page is hard to read.
14. Rest your eyes frequently by looking away fron the
book.
15. If your eyes ache, or if you have any difficulty In
seeing things distinctly, have a doctor examine your
eyes.
Bye-strain causes headache; will cause one to be
sick at the stomach. The cause of eye strain is found in
eyes that are too fat.
Few realise how much we have to depend upon our
eyes. In dressing, eating, walking and playing,in fact,
everything that guards our movement and let it correct
ideas of the outside world to the brain. They add a deal
to our pleasure and usefulness. Only those who has become
blind can tell.
Good sight means all to the child as well as It
doe3 to elderly people.
Says C. M. Millard.

1
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Health Fobtor 1« Out-door exorcise is needed Tor growth end
sturdiness.
2, Brush jour teeth every day,
5. Stop! Lockl

Llstenl

4. Gain weight steadily#
5. Bat plenty of fruit#
5.

7. •

Drink

Bat fresh

I sleep with

I rear

I like

six

vegetables

say window

ny rub-

cereal,

glasses

every

wide open.

hers and

of water

day,

8.

9.

rain coat

every

on rainy-

day.

days.

11, Go to bed early every nite.
12# Flay out-of-doors.

ID.
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MIAM RECOUPS
1. Surgesticns for reiching,
2. Calculation of nonaal wel$it.
3. Finding per cent over and underweight,
4# Graft sheet.
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vnSIGHT RECORDER
Adapted froia

*A Practical Guide for Teaching

Healthful Living in the Lower Elementary Grades" bp Donald
Easton and "Health Supervision and Eedieal Inspection of
School" bp Moore and Powell. Approved bp K. E. Moore,
Superintendent of Schools and Bru ScMickm, School K. D»,
Beaumont Schools.
One of the chief values in weighing Is in gain
ing the interest and co-operation of the children in their
normal growth. Sanp devices have been suggested for doing
this. The division of the group into three classes - blue,
red and white representing different per cent ranges of
tinder or over weight. Charts have been made showing the
progress in graphic for® - figures climbing up the hill to
standard weight• Thermccieter-like devices showing increase
from month to month, She monthly weighing map be good op
portunity for corelatlon with arithmetic bp making the
concept

of weight real and useful to the children, "hp

shouldn't children even in the first grade learn bp first
hand contact weight directly in the units used bp adults
rather than Indirectly through devices? In the upper
grades the making of a weight graph is a scientific procedure worth knowing and would sake clear the child*s posi
tion in relation to the standard weight for his height and
age.
Suggestions for weighing 1. Be sure the scale is balanced each period before begin-
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nlng to weigh and that no coats, books, etc. are hang-.
ing near the scale.
2 m Be stira you know just how to read the scale that each

division stands for. Use one-half pound for the unit.
Do not try to estimate one-fourth or one-sixteenth but
weight to the nearest quarter of a pound.
5. Be sure the large weight fits in the groove; that it is
not a little to case side of the mark.
4. Be sure children remove shoes, sweaters» coats.
5. See that no child stands near enough to the scale to
touch the scale or child who is being weighed.
6. See that the child does not put hands on any part of
the scale while he is being weijjbed.
Suggestions for measuring
X* Be sure you know how to read the scale on the atadiometer or measure fastened to the wall.
0. See that the child is measured in stocking feet.
3. See that the child stands with heels, shoulder, and
back of head against the board, and look straight
ahead so that the top of his head is on a horizontal
line.
4. Height should be taken in September, January, June at
the same tine that the weight is taken.
Calculation of RHoraal" weight "
Get date of birth, find age in years and months,
days. Days may be disregarded, if less than 15, 15 over
equals one mere month.
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Example I.
Date of birth - July 4, 1015.
Date used to compute age - Sept.10, 1024.
Sept. - 9th month
July - 7th month
9

1924

7

1915

is

V

—

Age 9 years, 2 months.
Ibeaaple II.
Date of birth - July 16, 1015
Date used to compute age - Sept. 12, 1925.
Sept. - 9th month
Sept. 18 ie over the 15th of the month and is counted
as the loth month, similarly with July 16th.
July - 7th month

8th month

10

1924

8

1915

Age 9 years, 2 months.
Use the date on which you weigh for the compu
tation of age.
Age used in finding normal weight is age of
nearest birthday;
9 years 5 months or less « $ years
9 years 6 months or mere «= 10 years
Hel$it if 60.4 Inches » 60 inches
Height if 60.5 inches « 61 Inches
Weight of an individual who shows signs of malnutrition
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or other health defects: Under health-weight means weight
which is:
ifo below the table weight in high school pupils.
10$ below the table weight in elementary school pupils
and younger children#
Over health-weight means weight which is:
15$ above the table weight in elementary school pu
pils and younger children#
This new terminology will enable the health
worker to show a definite relationship between health and
weight in cases whore such relationship#
How a child nay work out lines of Ms health
chart or graph. A middle or green line represents the
average. The health line is 20 or 15$ above this average
line indicated by a blue lino is the upper limit of his
health# Indications below 10$ is narked by a red line is
the lower limit of his health zone.
•'© selected a child from the class to weigh the
children, another to measure the children, the teacher
directs.
We have charts posted in classroom accompanied
by posters relating to the subject# Cards are sent home
each quarter or month to parents.
Special talks and occasional cements when oppor
tunity arises. Helping individual children to plan good
d&iXy schedules# Uorst cases referred to the school nurse
or health teacher.
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